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Abstract 
Within group invariance theory we consider a constructive approach in order to define numerical transformation 
methods. These are initial-value methods for the solution of boundary value problems governed by ordinary 
differential equations. Here we consider the class of free boundary value problems governed by the most general 
second-order equation in normal form. For this class of problems the main theorem is concerned with the definition 
of an iterative transformation method. The definition of a noniterative method, applicable to a subclass of the 
original class of problems, follows as a corollary. Therefore, the proposed constructive approach allows us to 
establish a unifying framework for noniterative and iterative transformation methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Some initial-value numerical methods for the solution of boundary value problems (BVPs) 
governed by ordinary differential equations are the shooting, the invariant imbedding and, 
within group invariance theory, the numerical transformation methods (TMs). The first applica- 
tion of a noniterative TM, without any use of group theory, was given by Tiipfer [19]. Klamkin 
[12] extended Topfer’s method to a class of problems. Later Na [14,15] considered the 
invariance of a given BVP with respect to a linear (stretching) group, in order to explain the 
definition of a noniterative TM. 
However, noniterative TMs are not widely applicable, which was already indicated in [13, pp. 
35-361, [16, pp. 5, 6, 1371, [18, p.2181. 
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Recently Fazio and Evans [3,10] introduced noniterative TMs for free BVPs. Let us consider 
the free BVP 
where (Y # 0, /3 and y are constants and s is the free boundary. A solution for this problem is 
given by a pair (s, u), s E (0, 03) and u E C’(O, s), which satisfies (1.1). Free BVPs of the type 
(1.1) describe biological, chemical, mechanical, etc., models for real-world phenomena. Among 
others we have the similarity reduction for the Stefan problem [l], the infinite journal bearings 
in lubrication theory [17], the duration of motion for a unitary mass in a nonlinear field [13], an 
obstacle problem on a string [ll], the absorption and diffusion of oxygen in a cellular tissue [2], 
the similarity reduction for a problem concerning a wave propagating in a thin rod [4], the 
length estimation for tubular chemical reactors [9]. 
Here we would like to solve (1.1) numerically by means of group invariance theory. The main 
theorem is concerned with the definition of an iterative transformation method. As far as 
applications of the iterative TM are concerned the interested reader is referred to [5-S]. A 
noniterative method, applicable to a subclass of (l.l), can be defined as a corollary of the main 
theorem. Therefore, the proposed constructive approach allows us to establish a unifying 
framework for noniterative and iterative transformation methods. 
2. Numerical transformation methods 
Let us state the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Iterative Method Theorem). i%e class offree BWs (1.1) can be solved numerically 
by the iterative TM based on the following steps: 
- we f!x nonzero values of 8, u, c and a value of s* > 0 and guess a value h*; 
- next we integrate the initial-value problem 
d2u* 
-= 
dx*2 
*(a - 1)/u 
du* 
he -a/ax* 
7 
h” - l/au* 
,h - 
) dx* ’ 
h*-l/“u*(S*), h*b-‘)/” 
du* h”-~/“s”, h*-l/~U*(S*), h*(a-l)/UdX* s* 
( )i 
= y, 
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inwards in [O, s”] in order to calculate 
- we continue to iterate for h* until h = 1. This is equivalent o locating a root of the so-called 
“transformation function” 
T(h*) = [A(h*)] -(Th* - 1. 
Proof. We imbed the problem (1.1) into 
u(O), g(O), h = 
(24 
) (y, + u(s), g(s), h)=p, L(s, u(s), g(s), h)=r, 
where h is a numerical parameter. This allows us to introduce the extended stretching group 
X * =A”x, u* =hu, h* = A”h, 
where we have to require u # 0. Moreover, we assume that 
u(O);(O), h . 
) 
(2.2) 
Finally, the invariance of (2.1) with respect to the extended stretching group and the condition 
(2.2) require that 
FL 0, -7 .) = h(l-=“)/“f h-“bx, h-l/cU, h(s-l),rrdU i 
G(., . , h-‘/‘“u(0), h’“-d!&), 
which completes the proof. q 
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We notice that in the process the following class of problems: 
has been characterized for (2.1). The iterative TM allows us to find a numerical solution for the 
original problem which is characterized by h = 1. 
As a consequence of the previous result we can prove the following corollary. 
Corollary 2 (Noniterative Method Theorem). The following class of free BWs: 
d2u 
i 
du 
- ,ul-2sg xu-s, __&l ) 
dx2 dx i 
u(O)‘A $0) u(O)+‘) =a, 
i 
2(s) u(s)q = p, P( su(s)p, E(s) u(sq = y, 
(2.4) 
where 6, 5, cq p and y are constants (6 # 0, l# 0 and cy # 0) and @(a, *>, A(*), @(*, *> and 
VY(*, - > are arbitrary functions of their arguments, can be solved noniteratively. 
Proof. By setting 
h = u( x)~, 
the class of problems (2.3) reduces to the class (2.4) if we identify 
@(*, *>=f(., 1, 9, A( .> = g(L .>, @(a, *)=j(*, 1, .), !P(*, *) =l(*, 1, *). 
This completes the proof. 0 
The method is now noniterative because by a numerical integration we are able to obtain the 
correct values of u(O), (du/dx)(O) and S; now, 
As a final remark we mention that the proposed iterative transformation method represents 
an important extension of the noniterative one. 
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